“Frankenstein” Comes to Life on Stage for EHS English IV Classes
Some of the students from Ms. Bailey-Williams' English IV classes grinned their way through
their reading of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein earlier in the semester, and some grumbled as they
read through the Romantic classic, but all were delighted as they attended a student matinee of
the play at Princeton's McCarter Theatre on October 30, 2019. The production, staged by
Chicago's Lookingglass Theatre Company, ran from October 15 through November 3, 2019, and
it featured an incredibly talented, beautifully diverse cast that included Walter Briggs, as the
author's husband Percy Bysshe Shelley, Amanda Raquel Martinez, as the author's half-sister,
and Debo Balogun, as friend Dr. John Polidori, who pioneered the vampire genre.
The book, which was composed when Shelley was still a teen, was created on a dare when a
small group was sequestered because of poor weather one weekend. They challenged each
other to craft the spookiest story that they could, and Shelley, who was the daughter of famed
feminist writer Mary Wollstonecraft, didn't shy away from the literary task. Written in waves,
the final book was completed when she was nineteen, a little more than 200 years ago.
Fellow English teacher Mrs. Danielle Miller, whose husband works for McCarter, helped Ms.
Bailey-Williams to secure the students' tickets, and senior Morgan Tiziker was glad for the
experience. She reflected, "I thought that seeing the play was a helpful experience to better
understand what we read. I think having real-world experience makes learning more enjoyable
and effective."
With reconfigured seating to accommodate a wrap-around, 360-degree stage, the students
were positioned in stadium seating with actors interacting closely as they made full use of the
trap door, equipment hanging from the ceiling, and stairs throughout the audience. Senior
Olivia Ross asserted, "I think the costumes and staging better brought to life the story. I like
how they used the full stage and went around the audience. I also like the way they
incorporated Mary Shelley's actual life into the play, and how they use people into the
characters."
Ms. Bailey-Williams was equally titillated. "I actually jumped a few times when the
monster came closer than I expected. Over all, it was a wonderful experience, especially the
post-production question/answer session with the staff, and I'm glad that Mr. Chmiel, the other
administrators, and the Board of Education approved the trip. Trips like this are especially
helpful in making learning experiences that much more full."

